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ISO CERTIFICATION

S&S Truck Parts, Inc is certified as an ISO 9001:2008 compliant organization. The certification is accredited by Perry Johnson Registrars (PJR). The certification of compliance with ISO 9001:2008 recognizes that the policies, practices and procedures of our company ensure consistent quality in the product and services we provide our clients. With this certification, our clients can be confident that S&S Truck Parts, Inc is dedicated to maintaining the highest efficiency and responsiveness in achieving our ultimate goal – guaranteed client satisfaction.

TRADEMARK ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

S&S Truck Parts, Inc. / NEWSTAR use of the names of original manufacturers, their models, types, part numbers and other descriptive product information is only for the purpose of aiding customers in cross-referencing to the appropriate S&S / NEWSTAR part. The following is a listing, compiled to the best of our knowledge, of Trademarks used in this catalog for the aforementioned purpose.

See our full line of available catalogs online.
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**Freightliner Applications**

**MIRROR, LH/RH**

*S-20648*

Replaces A22-58516-001

- Columbia & M2 Class
- Heated

**CONVEX MIRROR, LH/RH**

*S-20777*

Replaces A22-59713-001

- Columbia & M2 Class
- Diameter: 8"
- Heated
- Located Below S-20648

**COMPLETE MIRROR ASSEMBLY, LH**

*S-21650*

Replaces A22-59615-006

- M2 Class
- Includes: Mirror, Bracket & Hardware
- Chrome Finish, Heated & Power

**COMPLETE MIRROR ASSEMBLY, RH**

*S-21649*

Replaces A22-59615-007

- M2 Class
- Includes: Mirror, Bracket & Hardware
- Chrome Finish, Heated & Power

**COMPLETE MIRROR ASSEMBLY, LH**

*S-21652*

Replaces A22-59615-011

- M2 Class
- Includes: Mirror, Bracket & Hardware
- Black Finish

**COMPLETE MIRROR ASSEMBLY, RH**

*S-21651*

Replaces A22-59615-010

- M2 Class
- Includes: Mirror, Bracket & Hardware
- Black Finish

---

All parts supplied are S&S Truck Parts Inc./NEWSTAR. Use of other manufacturer’s names, part numbers, or trademarks are solely used for informational/identification purposes.
**Freightliner Applications**

**HOOD MIRROR**

- **S-21668**
  - Replaces TL/28717
  - Replacement Mirror for Hood Mirror Assembly
  - Cascadia Class
  - Reversible for Left & Right sides

**COMPLETE HOOD MIRROR ASSEMBLY, LH**

- **S-21679**
  - Replaces A22-66565-002
  - Cascadia Class
  - Chrome Finish

**COMPLETE HOOD MIRROR ASSEMBLY, RH**

- **S-21680**
  - Replaces A22-66565-003
  - Cascadia Class
  - Chrome Finish

**COMPLETE HOOD MIRROR ASSEMBLY, LH**

- **S-22424**
  - Replaces A22-66565-000
  - Cascadia Class
  - Black Finish

**COMPLETE HOOD MIRROR ASSEMBLY, RH**

- **S-22423**
  - Replaces A22-66565-001
  - Cascadia Class
  - Black Finish

---

All parts supplied are S&S Truck Parts Inc./NEWSTAR. Use of other manufacturer’s names, part numbers, or trademarks are solely used for informational/identification purposes.
**Kenworth Applications**

**MIRROR MOTOR ASSEMBLY, LH/RH**

**S-21887**
Replaces M015376

- T170, T370, T600 & T800 Models
- 4-Way Actuator Motor
- Component of S-21647, S-21648, S-22193 & S-22194

**LARGE MIRROR, LH/RH**

**S-20498**
Replaces M015400

- T170, T370, T600, T660, T700 & T2000 Models
- Peterbilt 387 Models
- Heated

**MIRROR FRAME & SMALL MIRROR, LH/RH**

**S-20499**
Replaces M015399

- T170, T370, T600, T660, T700 & T2000 Models
- Peterbilt 387 Models
- Heated

**SMALL MIRROR AVAILABLE SEPARATELY:**
S-21609
SR59-6117-18

**MIRROR HEAD COVER, LH**

**S-20497**
Replaces R59-1010-22

- T170, T370, T600 & T660 Models
- Chrome Finish

**MIRROR HEAD COVER, RH**

**S-20495**
Replaces R59-1019-22

- T170, T370, T600 & T660 Models
- Chrome Finish

Also Available in:
PRIMED FINISH
S-20504, LH
S-20505, RH
Kenworth Applications

AVAILABLE AS AN ASSEMBLY OR MOST PARTS AVAILABLE SEPARATELY

MIRROR HEAD COVER, LH

- S-20504
  - Replaces R59-1019-21
  - Also Available in Chrome: S-20497(LH)

MIRROR HEAD COVER, RH

- S-20505
  - Replaces R59-1010-21
  - Also Available in Chrome: S-20495(RH)

FRAME & SMALL MIRROR, LH/RH

- S-20499
  - Replaces M015399

LARGE MIRROR, LH/RH

- S-20498
  - Replaces M015400

COMPLETE MIRROR ASSEMBLY

PRIMED:

- S-21647(LH)
- S-22194(LH)
- S-21648(RH)
- S-22193(RH)
  - Kenworth T170, T370, T600 & T660 Models
  - Heated, Powered & Pre-wired w/ Harness

CHROME:

- S-22271(LH)
- S-22273(LH)
- S-22272(RH)
- S-22274(RH)
  - Kenworth T2000 & T700 Models
  - Peterbilt 387 Models
  - Heated, Powered & Pre-wired w/ Harness

Multiple Kenworth & Peterbilt Applications

Kenworth Applications

All parts supplied are S&S Truck Parts Inc./NEWSTAR. Use of other manufacturer’s names, part numbers, or trademarks are solely used for informational/identification purposes.

Want to order by phone? Contact your salesperson at S&S Truck Parts Inc. 844.446.7388
Multiple Kenworth & Peterbilt Applications

MIRROR ARM ASSEMBLY, LH
- S-20500
- Replaces R59-6042
- Kenworth T2000 & T700 Models
- Peterbilt 387 Models
- Powered w/ Motor & Pre-wired w/ Harness
- No Mirror or Shell

MIRROR ARM ASSEMBLY, RH
- S-22515
- Replaces R59-1016-1R
- Kenworth T2000 & T700 Models
- Peterbilt 387 Models
- Powered w/ Motor & Pre-wired w/ Harness
- No Mirror or Shell

Also Available in:
- CHROME FINISH
  - S-22511, LH
  - S-22512, RH

MIRROR HEAD COVER, LH
- S-22513
- Replaces R59-1019-11
- Kenworth T2000 & T700 Models
- Peterbilt 387 Models
- Primed Finish

MIRROR HEAD COVER, RH
- S-22514
- Replaces R59-1010-11
- Kenworth T2000 & T700 Models
- Peterbilt 387 Models
- Primed Finish

All parts supplied are S&S Truck Parts Inc./NEWSTAR. Use of other manufacturer's names, part numbers, or trademarks are solely used for informational/identification purposes.
MIRROR SUPPORT ARM, LH/RH

S-21197

Replaces 18-02123

- Peterbilt 357 & 375-379 Models
- Multiple Conventional Style Models
- Works w/ Mounting West Cost Mirrors
- Conventional Heavy Duty Safety Yoke
- Mirror Extends Out From Brackets
- Stainless Steel Finish

S&S STOCKS A WIDE RANGE OF PETERBILT CAB & BODY PARTS

Looking for more Genuine NEWSTAR replacement parts?
Contact your sales representative to request a copy of the Newstar Peterbilt Flyer & Catalog.
Pod Mount & Fender Tripod Mirrors

**FENDER TRIPOD, LH/RH**

- S-21933
- Commonly Used on Most Heavy Duty & Medium Duty Series
- Adjustable 21" - 32.75" Tripod w/ 8 1/2" Convex Mirror
- Adjustable Safety Mirror & Bracket
- Stainless Steel Finish

**POD MOUNT MIRROR, LH/RH**

- S-21934
- Commonly Used on Most Heavy Duty & Medium Duty Series
- Includes Backing Plate, Gasket & Mounting Hardware
- Includes Single Arm & 8 1/2" Convex Mirror
- Stainless Steel Finish
**7" X 16" WEST COAST MIRROR, LH/RH**

*S-21931*

- Commonly Used on Western Star, Peterbilt & Kenworth Models
- OEM Style-Flat Back
- Heated
- Polished Stainless Steel Finish

**7" X 16" WEST COAST MIRROR, LH/RH**

*S-21932*

- Commonly Used on Western Star, Peterbilt & Kenworth Models
- Includes Amber Lens Marker Light
- Includes Hardware
- OEM Style-Flat Back
- Heated
- Polished Stainless Steel Finish

**7" X 16" WEST COAST MIRROR, LH/RH**

*S-21935*

- Commonly Used on GM, Ford, Sterling, Mack & International Models
- Pyramid/Peak Back / V-Back Style
- Includes Hardware
- Stainless Steel Finish

**7" X 16" WEST COAST MIRROR, LH/RH**

*S-21936*

- Commonly Used on Western Star, Peterbilt & Kenworth Models
- OEM Style-Flat Back
- Includes Hardware
- Stainless Steel Finish

**7" X 16" WEST COAST MIRROR, LH/RH**

*S-21937*

- Commonly Used on GM, Ford, Sterling, Mack & International Models
- Includes Convex Spot Mirror
- Includes Amber Lens Marker Light
- Includes Hardware
- Heated
- Stainless Steel Finish

Want to order by phone? Contact your salesperson at S&S Truck Parts Inc. 844.446.7388

All parts supplied are S&S Truck Parts Inc./NEWSTAR. Use of other manufacturer's names, part numbers, or trademarks are solely used for informational/identification purposes.
Convex

5” Convex Mirror
- Center Mount
- "L" Bracket Included for Easy Replacement
- Stainless Steel Finish

6” Convex Mirror
- Center Mount
- "L" Bracket Included for Easy Replacement
- Stainless Steel Finish

8.5” Convex Mirror
- Center Mount
- "L" Bracket Included for Easy Replacement
- Stainless Steel Finish

8.5” Convex Offset Mirror
- "L" Bracket Included for Easy Replacement
- Stainless Steel Finish

8.5” Convex Mirror
- Bubble Center
- Includes Mounting Stud & Bolt
- Stainless Steel Finish
Military Applications

MIRROR HEAD

S-13800
Replaces 12300829

MIRROR HEAD

S-15488
Replaces MS53015-2
- Military 2 1/2

MIRROR HEADS

S-18637
Replaces 10950816
- Military M151 Models
- Sold in Sets of Two

MIRROR ARMS

S-19183
Replaces 10950861
- Sold in Sets of Two

MIRROR HEAD

S-C465
Replaces A2934CR
- Military MB, Jeep & M38A1 Models

MIRROR KIT

S-C466
Replaces A2934K
- Military 2 1/2 Ton Models

All parts supplied are S&S Truck Parts Inc./NEWSTAR. Use of other manufacturer’s names, part numbers, or trademarks are solely used for informational/identification purposes.
VISIT WWW.SANDSTRUCK.COM TO BROWSE OUR COMPLETE INVENTORY.
COMMITTED TO QUALITY

At S&S Truck Parts Inc., our commitment to quality extends from our manufacturing process to our Quality Control Laboratory (QCL). The QCL located at our Corporate Headquarters in Schaumburg, Illinois contains the most advanced and sophisticated quality inspection equipment to ensure that GENUINE NEWSTAR components meet the industry’s most stringent quality standards.

STATE OF THE ART TESTING

Klingelnberg-Hofer CNC (Computer Numeric Controlled)
Checks all gear tooth dimensions to insure teeth are made correctly

Starrett CMM (Coordinate Measuring Machine)
For checking lengths, locations, concentricity of diameters, flatness, and more

Starrett CNC Optical Comparator
For visual checks of forms, radius, lengths, heights, and more

Gleason Universal Gear Tester
Functional rolling machine for testing gear sets

Mitutoyo HR-500 Rockwell Hardness
Measures Rockwell hardness of various metals and other materials in thirty different hardness scales

Custom Engineered Fixtures
Enable testing to original specs for pop-off, pressure differential, and crack pressures as required by part number on all air valves
S&S WARRANTY

All Replacement Parts covered in this catalog are warranted for one (1) year / 100,000 miles from installation, or 18 months after purchase from S&S Truck Parts, Inc., whichever comes first. We warrant all new parts against defective material or workmanship when such parts are used in appropriate applications. We will NOT extend this warranty to parts where failure or damage was caused by misapplication, accident, or abuse.

Unless otherwise stated, authorization from your salesperson is required to initiate any return for warranty. If our examination shows the parts to be defective, we will replace such parts free of charge. This warranty extends solely to replacement of defective parts; we disclaim liability for labor and/or special or consequential damages of any nature.

If it is necessary to return any parts under this warranty, the buyer agrees to wait for settlement of his claim before any deductions are made in payment to S&S. Any expenses incurred without the consent of S&S will be disallowed.
S&S Truck Parts, Inc., the parent company of Newstar, supplies parts & components for medium & heavy duty applications. Exceeding customers’ expectations, products are vigorously tested in house by engineers & skilled technicians in an unsurpassed quality control laboratory. Superior customer service & support set S&S apart from the rest. Industry leading fill rate assures you get the parts you need, when you need them.

**UNITED STATES**

**Corporate Headquarters**
600 W. Irving Park Road
Schaumburg, Illinois 60193
Order Desk: 847-584-2000 | Toll Free: 844-446-7388
Fax: 847-584-3000 | Toll Free Fax: 800-621-1558
Mexico Toll Free: 001-800-727-8373

5320 Departure Drive
Raleigh, NC 27616
Toll Free: 800-334-7058 | Local Fax: 919-872-2836

5200 Ontario Mills Pkwy, Suite 100
Ontario, CA 91764
Toll Free: 888-621-1553 | Local Fax: 909-481-8555

1401 Valley View Lane, Suite 135
Irving, TX 75061
Toll Free: 855-621-1553 | Local Fax: 972-986-9333

**CANADA**

6460 Kestrel Road
Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1Z7
Local Phone: 905-564-7100 | Toll Free: 800-363-4148
Local Fax: 905-564-3485

19272 - 96th Ave. Unit #15
Surrey, British Columbia V4N 4C1
Local Phone: 604-882-2577 | Toll Free: 800-665-4327
Local Fax: 604-882-3898

176 Creditstone Road, Unit 10
Concord, Ontario L4K 4H7
Local Phone: 905-761-1399 | Toll Free: 800-363-4148
Local Fax: 905-761-0698

5318 Finch Ave. East Unit #1-4
Scarborough, Ontario M1S 5G2
Local Phone: 416-412-7555 | Local Fax: 416-412-7580

Ready to order? Contact your salesperson at S&S Truck Parts, Inc.

WWW.SANDSTRUCK.COM  |  844.446.7388  |  INFO@SANDSTRUCK.COM